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Abstract: Three widely shared claims not usually discussed vis-à-vis one another are: (i) In his Proslogion, 

Saint Anselm aimed to establish that the claim “God exists” is true. (ii) If an intuition that a claim c is a 

useful a-priori justificatory resource, this can only be because such an intuition is a justification that c is 

true. And (iii) if an intuition that c is a justification that c is true, the role of c can be played by a controversial 

philosophical claim. This essay reads in connection and problematises these claims while dialoguing with 

the contemporary literature on intuition and articulating an alternative reading of the Proslogion. According 

to this reading, this work’s argument did not seek to prove that “God exists” is true, but, rather, that all 

persons of faith are able to understand that this claim is meaningful. The essay, then, argues that this 

argument is evidence that an intuition that c may be a useful a-priori justificatory resource even if such 

intuition does not track truth, but merely meaning in being a justification for taking c to be meaningful. It 

is also supported that an intuition that “God exists” is not a justification that this claim is true. This indicates 

that there may be reasons for thinking that the same applies to all controversial philosophical claims. 
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Introduction 

Three widely shared claims not usually discussed vis-à-vis one another are: (i) In his 1077-

78 Proslogion, Saint Anselm argued that the claim “God exists” (hereafter, (G)) is true. (ii) If an 

intuition that a claim c is a useful a-priori justificatory resource, this can only be because such an 

intuition is a justification that c is true. And (iii) if an intuition that c is a justification that c is true, 

the role of c can be played by controversial philosophical claims. Claim (i) characterises a widely 

shared (especially among philosophers) truth-driven reading of Anselm.1 Claim (ii) is a common 

ground between two kinds of otherwise very distinct philosophers: intuition-driven philosophers 

who endorse (iii) while arguing that intuitions are a useful a-priori justificatory resource2; and 

experimental philosophers who claim otherwise in problematizing (iii) and arguing that intuitions 

 
1 See Norman Malcolm (1960); Charles Hartshorne (1965); David Lewis (1970); Alvin Plantinga (1974); Peter 

Millican (2004); Brian Davies (2004); etc. 
2 See George Bealer (2000); Laurence BonJour (2005); Ernest Sosa (2007); Elijah Chudnoff (2011, 2013, 2019); Berit 

Brogaard (2014), etc. 
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vary with culture, nationality, class, race, gender and/or social class.3 On my part, my aim is to 

read in connection and cast doubt on (i), (ii) and (iii), while defending three other claims.  

The first claim is that pace (i), the truth-driven reading of the Proslogion seems just as 

much if not less interesting, motivated, plausible, and/or backed up by textual evidence than a 

meaning-driven reading.4 According to the latter, the Proslogion presupposes that (G) is true, 

while articulating an argument (hereafter, Argument A) that seeks to establish that:  

(Gu) All persons of faith are able to understand that (G) is meaningful. 

A person of faith is taken to be someone who: takes (G) and all other claims contained in Christian 

scriptures to be true without having a justification for doing so; and grants the Proslogion’s  

particular use of the concept of “God” or of language in general. The second claim is that pace (ii), 

an intuition that c may be a useful a-priori justificatory resource, even if such intuition does not 

track truth. The reason is that an intuition that c may track meaning in being a justification that c 

is meaningful. Argument A indicates so. The third claim is that an intuition that (G) is not a 

justification that (G) is true. This third claim does not rule out claim (iii), given that an intuition 

that a controversial philosophical claim distinct from (G) may still be a justification that this claim 

is true. However, I seek to incline one to believe that the non-experimental reasons that make the 

intuition that (G) fail to track truth generalise to all controversial philosophical claims. 

 

 

 
3 See Jonathan M. Weinberg, Shaun Nichols and Stephen Stich (2001); and Edouard Machery, Ron Mallon, Shaun 

Nichols and Stephen Stich (2004). 
4 This reading was already suggested by theologians, such as Karl Barth (2009) and Anselm Stolz (2009). 
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1. The Meaning-Driven Reading  

The truth-driven reading of the Proslogion seems just as much if not less interesting than 

the meaning-driven reading because the former became a sort of “dogma”. The meaning-driven 

reading has been much less explored if at all. This reading, so, is more likely to interest and even 

“shock” those who are only aware of the truth-driven reading. Given this factor, it also seems that 

the truth-driven reading is just as much if not less motivated than the meaning-driven one. Indeed, 

it is not easy to understand why another version of the truth-driven reading would be motivated. 

The meaning-driven reading, on the other hand, is motivated by the fact that it avoids all traditional 

objections to the Proslogion’s so-called “ontological argument” by implying that such objections 

miss the target for this work did not aim to establish that (G) is true.5 The truth-driven reading also 

seems just as much if not less plausible than the meaning-driven one. This is so in that the former 

attributes to Anselm an aim that is less easily associable with him than with modern philosophers 

(e.g., Descartes): to articulate an argument that shows that (G) is true beyond reasonable doubt.6   

The truth-driven reading is also just as much if not less backed up by textual evidence than 

the meaning-driven one. This is to not to state that the latter clarifies all aspects of the Proslogion. 

It is probably impossible to so; readers may only purport to achieve a reading that sheds light on 

some aspects of this challenging text. As Ian Logan (2008) claims, “no interpretation or translation 

[of the Proslogion] can be definitive, because we do not have the required level of access to 

Anselm” (Logan 2008, 573). A reason for this is that the Proslogion is very open for interpretation 

in: relying on a highly metaphorical language; not explicitly defining but merely indicating 

 
5 See Millican (2004), for a recent attempt to articulate the ontological argument in a way that avoids these objections, 

such as Kant’s objection that the Proslogion wrongly takes existence to be a property. 
6 See the articles gathered in Graham Oppy (1995). 
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possible meanings of its technical terms; articulating justification for claims while at the same time 

often appealing to Christian scriptural passages; and resembling a sort of philosophical prayer. 

Consider a passage of the Proslogion’s preface that is usually ignored by the champions of 

the truth-driven reading who tend to focus on this work’s chapters 2 to 4: “I wrote the following 

work […] in the guise of someone [aliis sub persona] trying to lift up his mind to contemplate God 

and seeking to understand [intelligere] what he believes [credit]” (Pro 0.5).7 This passage points 

to a distinction between: the author Anselm who addresses his readers in the preface of the 

Proslogion; and the poetic persona who addresses himself to God. Henceforth, the terms 

“AnselmAuthor” and “AnselmPersona” will refer to the former and the latter, respectively. AnselmAuthor 

and AnselmPersona have a relation of similarity comparable to that between: the author (e.g., Allen 

Ginsberg) of an autobiographical poem (“Kaddish”); and the poetic persona of such poem.  

AnselmAuthor also draws a distinction between: understanding (“intelligere”); and having 

faith (“credit”) (Pro 0.5). He does not explicitly spell out what he means by this distinction. Yet, 

a reading that seeks to interpret this distinction is more backed up by textual evidence than one 

that ignores it, as truth-driven readings have often done. So, it is read that, for AnselmAuthor, to have 

faith in c is to attribute to c the property of being true, regardless of whether one has a justification 

for doing so. Montague Brown (2004) points to this direction. He reads that, for AnselmAuthor, 

“faith is assent to true proposition” or at least to what the believer takes to be so (Brown 2004, 

p.12). Truth-driven readings often ignore the role that faith on the Proslogion as if AnselmAuthor 

took any appeal to faith to be unwarranted. It is not plausible to argue so, or to ignore that, for him, 

 
7 “Pro” is short for Proslogion. In following the numbering of Ian Logan’s recent 2009 translation which is adopted 

here, the Arabic numbers are used in reference to this work’s paragraphs. See Anselm (2009). 
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“to have faith in c” and “to understand that c” mean different things. It seems that in the Proslogion, 

to understand that c is to take c to be meaningful or intelligible in grasping c’s content.8 

With the metaphor “to lift up [one’s] mind to contemplate God” (Pro 0.5), AnselmAuthor 

indicates that in disguising himself into AnselmPersona, he does not aim to show that (G) is true; 

faith already does that. His aim, instead, is to back up (Gu) in showing that all persons of faith are 

able to understand that (G) is meaningful. The first chapter of the Proslogion (which is also often 

ignored by truth-driven readings) provides further textual evidence that this is AnselmAuthor’s aim. 

AnselmPersona states that: “I do not seek to understand [intelligere], so that I may believe [credam], 

but I believe [credo], so that I may understand [intelliga[m]]” (Pro 1.34). “For”, AnselmPersona 

continues, “I also believe [credo] this: that unless I believe [credidero], I shall not understand 

[intelligam]” (ibid.). This indicates that unless one has faith in (G) and in all claims contained in 

Christian scriptures, one will not be able to understand that (G) is meaningful. As Karl Barth puts 

it, AnselmPersona uses faith to seek understanding in aiming to make the “existence of God” […] 

not credible (it is that already) — but intelligible” (Barth 2009, p.78). 

It could be objected that textual evidence also points to the truth-driven reading. Indeed, 

AnselmAuthor opens the Proslogion by wondering whether it could be articulated a “unum 

argumentum” that “would need no other to prove itself than itself alone and it would suffice on its 

own to establish that” (G) is true (Pro 0.2). AnselmAuthor states that in looking for this argument, 

he found himself “in despair [desp[er]ans]” (Pro 0.3). So, a champion of the truth-driven reading 

may conclude that AnselmAuthor found a way out of his desperation by finding a unum argumentum 

which he presents in the Proslogion. However, this conclusion can be resisted. AnselmAuthor never 

clearly states that he went out of his desperation because he found a unum argumentum which he, 

 
8 Pace Rudolf Carnap (1956, 2004), AnselmPersona seems to presuppose that a claim can have a truth value and still be 

meaningless. Carnap will be further discussed in what follows. 
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then, presents in the Proslogion. His imprecise and, so, very open for interpretation point is that, 

after being “tired of struggling so violently against [a desperate] fixation [importunitati]”, he found 

a cure for it (Pro 0.4). The reason, AnselmAuthor states, is that “what I had despaired of presented 

itself in the very conflict of my thought, so that I enthusiastically embraced the idea 

[cogitatione[m]] that I had sought to drive out” (ibid., my emphasis). The reference of the term 

“idea” in this passage is unclear. Yet, the passage indicates that this reference has the relational 

property of having sequentially: (a) despaired; (b) been avoided; (c) presented itself after a 

considerable mental conflict; and (d) ultimately being embraced by AnselmAuthor. It seems 

plausible to take (Gu) to be the stated reference, given that the desperation of AnselmAuthor does not 

seem to be connected to lack of faith (credere) in (G), but to lack of understanding (intelligere) 

that (G). This desperation seems to be that of a person of faith who takes (G) to be true, but fails 

to see the meaning of (G) in failing to find the “rationality of [one’s] faith” that (G) (Pro 0.2).  

Another reason for endorsing the meaning-driven reading is that it does not seem charitable 

to take that AnselmAuthor would aim to prove that (G) is true by impersonating AnselmPersona. The 

latter is a portrait of a person of faith. This poetic person, then, is unlikely to convince faithless 

persons. In fact, it seems that AnselmAuthor does not aim to respond to the latter. Consider another 

passage of the Proslogion’s preface usually ignored by truth-driven readings. AnselmAuthor states 

that he wrote the Proslogion after: “considering that what [he] rejoiced at having discovered 

would, if it were written down, be pleasing [placiturum] to someone” (Pro 0.5). This indicates that 

AnselmAuthor pursues a “clinical” aim: to defend (Gu) as a way to please others while guiding them 

into releasing themselves from their similar desperations of intelligere. Indeed, in his Responsio 

to Gaunilo, AnselmAuthor states: “may it suffice for me to reply to the Catholic” (R 1.1).9  

 
9 “R” is short for Responsio. The translation is also from Ian Logan’s whose numbering of this work was adopted. 
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The Proslogion, then, is primarily addressed to believers who are more likely to “despair” 

(Pro 0.3) in being persons of faith who, nonetheless, are unable to understand that (G) is 

meaningful. This may be the case of “the fool [depicted Psalm 14:1 and Psalm 53:1 who] has said 

in his heart, ‘There is no God’” (Pro 2.4). If this fool is to be identified with a person of faith who 

is unable to understand that (G) is meaningful, such a fool would deserve to be called FakeFool, 

given that this character would not really be a mentally disordered. As it will be explained in what 

follows, yet, this is not how AnselmAuthor reads this “fool”. Now consider that AnselmPersona seeks 

to back up (Gu) by more or less implicitly articulating Argument A whose premises are: 

P.1 If there is a person of faith who is unable to understand that (G) is meaningful (e.g., 

FakeFool), there is a person of faith who is unable to have an intuition that (G). 

P.2 No person of faith is unable to have an intuition that (G). 

Argument A is valid, that is, if P.1 and P.2 are true, the same is the case with (Gu) that follows by 

modus tollens from these premises. P.1 and P.2 both rely on the notion of an intuition that (G).  

Textual evidence that AnselmPersona relies on such notion is indicated by a command which 

he addresses to himself in another passage of the Proslogion’s first chapter often ignored by truth-

driven readings: “enter the inner room of your mind” (Pro 1.4, my emphasis). This italicised 

expression refers to a faculty distinct from sensible perception. The latter is an outer room whose 

“door” is to be “shut” if one aims to have an “inner” grasp of (G) (ibid.). Let us call prophet a 

person who sensibly perceives God. In chapter 1 of the Proslogion, AnselmPersona indicates that he 

is no prophet, for he has no sensible experience of God. He states: “I have never seen You, Lord 

my God” (Pro 1.9). In chapter 17 of the Proslogion, AnselmPersona states: “the senses of my soul 

have become stiff, they have become paralysed, they are obstructed by the ancient weakness of 

sin” (Pro 17.3). So, if (G) is meaningful, this cannot be so in virtue of sensible perception. Instead, 

the one who seeks to understand that (G) is meaningful must rely on the “inner room of [one’s] 
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mind”. To do so, AnselmPersona claims, is a hard task that requires rational focus, that is, you must 

“hide yourself briefly from your tumultuous thoughts […] throw off your burdensome cares, and 

lay aside your wearisome distractions” (Pro 1.3). In short, AnselmPersona suggests that: 

I-(i) An intuition, to put it metaphorically, is an “inner room” of one’s mind. 

I-(ii) An intuition that c is a justification that c is meaningful insofar as the one who has this 

intuition is rationally focused on c in being: hidden from “tumultuous thoughts”; thrown 

off from “burdensome cares”; and laid aside “wearisome distractions”. 

I-(iii) The subject-matters of intuitions are claims that are meaningful or at least are supposed to 

be meaningful in virtue of meaning-makers that are not accessible by sensible perception. 

Textual evidence that AnselmPersona is committed to P.1 is provided by the fact that he 

describes the psalm’ “fool” as a person who thinks “what cannot be thought” (Pro 4.1). No 

interpreter can have a non-controversial take on this passage; AnselmPersona does not explicitly 

explains what he means by it. Yet, it seems interesting, motivated and/or plausible to read that he 

indicates that, besides being unable to understand that (G) is meaningful, this fool is unable to have 

an intuition that (G). This fool, then, cannot: (a) rely on one’s “inner room”; (b) be rationally 

focused on the claim that (G); and (c) infer that if (G) is meaningful, this is in virtue of a meaning-

maker that is not accessible by sensible perception. Textual evidence that AnselmPersona is also 

committed to P.2 is provided by the fact that he more or less implicitly insinuates that: all persons 

of faith can do (a), (b) and (c) if they have faith that: “God”, by definition, is “something than 

which nothing greater can be thought” (Pro 2.3, my emphasis); or that this italicised expression is 

the proper “Name of God”, as Barth (2009, p.73) and Anselm Stolz (2009, p.185) put it. 

Throughout the Proslogion, then, AnselmPersona further defines what it means to be 

“something than which nothing greater can be thought” by indicating that: to be so is, by 

definition, to have several de re necessary properties. One of such properties is PG1: “to exist” 

necessarily (Pro 3.1)). Other examples of such properties are PG2 (to exist in whatever way which 
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“is better to be than not to be” (Pro 5.1)); PG3 (to exist outside “space or time” (Pro 19.1)); and 

several other properties that AnselmPersona addresses in chapters 5 to 23 of the Proslogion. 

AnselmPersona, then, commits himself to the claim that:  

(G)`: Something than which nothing greater can be thought has properties PG1, PG2, PG3, etc. 

Thus, it seems interesting, motivated, plausible and/or backed up by textual evidence to 

read that AnselmPersona infers (Gu) from P.1 and P.2. (Gu) implies that there is no FakeFool. So, 

AnselmPersona implicitly proposes a distinct reading of the quoted passage from the Psalm. This 

reading is that this passage’s “fool” is no FakeFool. Rather, he is identical to what may be called 

AuthenticFool. AuthenticFool deserves this proper name because he is no person of faith. So, he does 

not take that (G) and in all other claims of Christian scriptures are true. AuthenticFool also deserves 

this name because he would, indeed, be a mentally disordered. AnselmPersona suggests so in asking: 

“why then has the fool said in his heart, ‘There is no God, when it is so obvious to a rational mind 

that You exist most greatly of all? Why, except that he is stupid [stultus] and foolish [insipiens]?” 

(Pro 3.8). This passage suggests that to be “stupid” and “foolish” in not acknowledging what is in  

AnselmPersona’s view obvious for the “rational mind” is to apply the term “God” “without any” or 

in “some extraneous […] meaning” (Pro 4.4). To do so is to ignore (G)` and/or that “something 

than which nothing greater can be thought” is God’s proper name.  

2. Bolstering Argument A 

Argument A is evidence that, pace intuition-driven philosophers and experimental ones, 

an intuition that c may be a useful a-priori justificatory resource, even if such intuition does not 

track truth. The reason is that an intuition that c may serve to track meaning in being a justification 

that c has the property of being meaningful. It could be objected, nevertheless, that this does not 
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follow insofar as the notion of intuition attributed to AnselmPersona poses three challenges. 

Challenge 1 is to spell out beyond the metaphorical terms used in I-(i) what an intuition is. 

Challenge 2 is to explain more precisely than I-(ii) why an intuition that c is a justification that c 

is meaningful. Challenge 3 is to describe meaning-makers positively as opposed to merely 

negatively as it is done by I-(iii). This section’s aim, then, is to bolster Argument A by showing 

that these challenges can be met with the help of the conceptual apparatus articulated by intuition-

driven philosophers. Once this is done, it becomes explicit that Argument A is evidence that an 

intuition that c may be a useful a-priori justificatory resource, even if such intuition does not track 

truth, but merely meaning in being a justification that c has the property of being meaningful. 

Challenge 1 starts to be met by considering that intuition-driven philosophers, as Eli 

Chudnoff (2011, p.626) claims, have given two answers to the dispute on what an intuition is: 

I-(i)Phe An intuition is a pre-doxastic phenomenological experience that represents abstract matters  

as being a certain way. 

I-(i)Und An intuition is a doxastic attitude or a disposition toward such an attitude. 

Two authors who embrace I-(i)Phe are: Laurence Bonjour (2005) and Chudnoff (2013). The former 

describes pre-doxastic phenomenological experiences as “insights into the essential nature of 

things or situations of the relevant [abstract] kind” (Bonjour 2005, p.179). Chudnoff depicts such 

experiences as having “presentational phenomenology” (Chudnoff 2013, p.18). Such 

phenomenology would make one aware of a “chunk of [abstract] reality” (ibid). Those who 

embrace I-(i)Phe, suggest a Platonic view according to which there are abstract entities, such as 

numbers. Consider the intuition that “2 + 3 = 5”. For Bonjour and Chudnoff, to have this intuition 

is to have an insight or to be aware of an abstract relation between abstract numbers. 

A first way to meet Challenge 1, then, is by reading the notion of intuition used in 

Argument A in terms of I-(i)Phe. To do so is to argue that: to have an intuition that (G) is to have 
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an insight or to be aware of a chunk of abstract reality in which there is an entity that has the 

aforementioned de re necessary properties. If AnselmPersona were to embrace this view and the 

truth-driven reading is correct, he could beg the question in presupposing the claim he seeks to 

establish: (G). Yet, if the meaning-driven reading is embraced, one may attribute I-(i)Phe to 

AnselmPersona without implying that he begs a question. This occurs insofar as the meaning-driven 

reading, indeed, takes that AnselmPersona presupposes (G) while arguing for (Gu). Yet, if Argument 

A presupposes (G), this is a reason for taking this argument to lack persuasion insofar (G) is a 

highly controversial claim. Moreover, according to the meaning-driven reading, AnselmPersona does 

not rely or at least does not need to rely on intuition to prove that (G) is true. This is so in that, as 

indicated above, he presupposes that faith in (G) provides him with an insight or awareness of that.  

There is a reason, then, for seeking to meet the first challenge differently. This can be done 

by reading the notion of intuition used in Argument A along the lines of I-(i)Und. To do so is to be 

influenced by the likes of Berit Brogaard (2014) and Ernest Sosa (2007). Brogaard describes an 

intuition in terms of a “feeling” (Brogaard 2014, p.388). This feeling would be “an urge (or 

inclination) to believe [that c is true] merely based on understanding that is so intense that we have 

a hard time envisaging that others may not feel the same way” (ibid., p.388-89). Sosa points to a 

similar direction. He claims that “to intuit that [c] is to be attracted to assent [c’s truth] simply 

through entertaining that representational content” (Sosa 2007, p.101). Another way of spelling 

out what an intuition is in doxastic, but even weaker terms is by embracing that: 

I-(i)A An intuition that c is a willingness to carefully discuss and analyse c, regardless of whether  

one takes c to be true or has a hardly controllable urge to do so.  

If I-(i)A is embraced, a less problematic view on the intuition that (G) can be obtained. The 

view is that this intuition does not commit oneself to the problematic existence of a chunk of 
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abstract reality in which there is an entity that has the aforementioned de re necessary properties. 

Instead, to have an intuition that (G) in this weak doxastic vein is to have the willingness to 

carefully discuss and analyse (G), regardless of whether one takes (G) to be true or has a hardly 

controllable urge to do so. It is hard to interpret that AnselmPersona was committed to this view; it 

is more plausible to read him as pointing to I-(i)Phe. Yet, Argument A seems stronger if Challenge 

1 is met by reading the intuition mentioned in P.2 and P.3 in the sense of I-(i)A. This is because, 

once this is done, an intuition that (G) can be attributed even to those who have no faith in (G). 

Challenge 2 starts to be met when it is considered that intuition-driven philosophers, as 

Chudnoff (2013, p.18, chapter 3 and 4) also spells out, have argued for two views on the dispute 

on the kind of justification provided by intuitions. The first is the phenomenological view defended 

by Chudnoff (2013) himself as well as Bonjour (2005). According to this phenomenological view,  

(I-ii)Phe An intuition (in the sense of I-(i)Phe) that p is a justification that p is true insofar as this 

intuition is a phenomenological experience.  

The second view is the understanding-based view defended by George Bealer (1996, 2000), Sosa 

(2007), Brogaard (2014) and others. For these authors,  

I-(ii)Und An intuition (in the sense of I-(i)Und) that p is a justification that p is true insofar as this  

intuition allows one to understand the concepts employed in p.  

AnselmPersona or any supporter of Argument A may be neutral on whether I-(ii)Phe trumps I-

(ii)Und. The reason is that this argument takes intuitions to track meaning, not truth. What 

AnselmPersona or any supporter of Argument A cannot be neutral about is on a distinct dispute 

closely related to the dispute on whether I-(ii)Phe trumps I-(ii)Und. The distinct dispute concerns 

which one of two revisions is to be endorsed. The first is a revision of I-(ii)Phe: an intuition (in the 

sense of I-(i)Phe) that c is a justification that c is meaningful (as opposed to true) insofar as this 
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intuition is a phenomenological experience. The second revision is one of I-(ii)Und: an intuition (in 

the sense of I-(i)Und) that c is a justification that c is meaningful (as opposed to true) insofar as this 

intuition allows one to understand the concepts employed in c. It is not this essay’s aim to 

determine which of these revisions is more persuasive. It suffices to acknowledge that even if 

AnselmPersona is more likely committed to the revision of I-(ii)Phe, the revision of I-(ii)Und may be 

more persuasively embraced by a supporter of Argument A. The reason is that in presupposing I-

(i)Phe, the revision of I-(ii)Phe suggests commitment to abstract entities. It follows that the one who 

reads the intuition that (G) along the lines of this revision suggests commitment to an entity that 

has de re necessary properties, such as PG1 to PG3. This commitment may not bother persons of 

faith but is resisted by faithless people. Consider, then, a second revision of I-(ii)Und: 

I-(ii)A An intuition (in the sense of I-(i)A) that p is a justification that p is meaningful (as opposed  

to true) insofar as this intuition allows one to understand the concepts employed in p.  

The one who embraces I-(ii)A may claim that an intuition (in the sense of I-(i)A) that  “~ (p 

∨ q) ↔ (~p ∧ ~q)” is a justification that this claim is meaningful, without committing oneself to 

any abstract entity. This is so in that this intuition justifies that this claim is meaningful by making 

one understand the concepts employed in it. Accordingly, a supporter of Argument A may endorse 

I-(ii)A in making the similar point that an intuition (in the sense of I-(i)A) that (G) does not commit 

oneself to the existence of an entity has de re necessary properties, such as PG1 to PG3. Instead, this 

intuition merely justifies that (G) is meaningful in allowing one to understand the concepts 

employed in (G), that is, the concepts of: God (or “something than which nothing greater can be 

thought”); and existence (or, more precisely, of necessary existence). Thus, in embracing I-(ii)A, a 

supporter of Argument A has an advantage: that of being less likely resisted by faithless people. 
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Challenge 3 can also be met with the help of intuition-driven philosophers. The latter have 

endorsed two views on the dispute on the subject-matters of intuitions. The first runs as follows:  

I-(iii)Phe The subject-matters of intuitions (in the sense of I-(i)Phe) are claims that are true or at least  

are supposed to be true in virtue of abstract truth-makers that do not exist in space and time.  

Chudnoff (2013) and Bonjour (2005) argue so. The second view, embraced by Bealer (1996, 

2000), Sosa (2007) and Brogaard (2014), is that:  

I-(iii)Und The subject-matters of intuitions (in the sense of I-(i) Und) are claims that are true or at  

  least are supposed to be true in virtue of concept possession.  

This essay is also neutral on whether I-(iii)Phe trumps I-(iii)Und. What is crucial is to consider 

revisions of these claims that connect intuitions to meaning (as opposed to truth). The first revision 

is one of I-(iii)Phe: the subject-matters of intuitions (in the sense of I-(i)Phe) are claims that are 

meaningful or at least are supposed to be meaningful in virtue of abstract meaning-makers. The 

second is a revision of I-(iii)Und: the subject-matters of intuitions (in the sense of I-(i)Und) are claims 

that are meaningful or at least are supposed to be meaningful in virtue of concept possession. It 

seems more plausible to attribute to AnselmPersona the revision of I-(iii)Phe, not that of I-(iii)Und. To 

do so is to interpret that he embraces that (G) is meaningful or at least is supposed to be meaningful 

in virtue of an abstract meaning-maker: the Catholic God who has properties, such as PG1 to PG3. 

This move is open for the one who embraces the meaning-driven reading, given that, according to 

this reading, AnselmPersona takes the existence of such entity for granted. However, from a faithless 

perspective, this move is problematic. To meet the third challenge by embracing the stated revision 

of I-(iii)Phe, then, may not be the most appealing way to bolster Argument A.  

To do so, consider another revision of I-(iii)Und: 
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I-(iii)A The subject-matters of intuitions (in the sense of I-(i)A) are claims that are meaningful  

(but not necessarily true) or at least are supposed to be so in virtue of concept possession. 

Granted I-(iii)A, a much less controversial way of explaining why (G) is meaningful 

follows. According to this way, (G) is meaningful simply because of the very concepts employed 

in (G) that make this claim be so. More importantly, if the conjunction of I-(i)A, I-(ii)A and I-(iii)A 

is embraced, Argument A is bolstered in providing evidence that an intuition that c may be a useful 

a-priori justificatory resource, even if such intuition does not track truth. The reason is that such 

intuition may track meaning in being a justification that c has the property of being meaningful. 

3. God’s Existence, Intuition and Truth 

An intuition that (G) is not a justification that (G) is true. Three steps back this view up. 

First, suppose that the conjunction of I-(i)A, I-(ii)A and I-(iii)A trumps: the conjunction of I-(i)Phe, 

I-(ii)Phe and I-(iii)Phe; and that of I-(i)Und, I-(ii)Und and I-(iii)Und. If this is so, intuitions would not 

track truth, but only meaning. So, an intuition that (G) would not be a justification that (G) is true. 

Now let us underline that the conjunction of I-(i)A, I-(ii)A and I-(iii)A is to appeal to experimental 

philosophers. Indeed, an experimental philosopher could embrace such a conjunction in going as 

far as claiming that mathematical or logical intuitions are similar to controversial philosophical 

intuitions, such as that of (G). This would be so in that, like the latter intuition, the former ones 

would only justify that mathematical or logical claims are meaningful. An experimental 

philosopher, then, might claim that: to establish that, besides being meaningful, mathematical or 

logical claims are true, is a distinct matter which ultimately can only be settled by appealing to 

sensible perception. Whether this claim is warranted is not an issue that will be addressed here. 

For the essay’s purposes, it suffices to underline that to give reasons for taking Argument 

A to be a persuasive one while articulating the conjunction of I-(i)A, I-(ii)A and I-(iii)A is a way to 
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respond to a semantic objection to (G), not to an epistemic one. The semantic objection to (G) is 

that this claim is meaningless. The epistemic objection to (G) is that this claim is false. The former 

objection is less widely shared than the latter. This is not to state that to reply to the semantic 

objection is unmotivated. As the meaning-driven reading indicates, while having faith in (G), 

AnselmAuthor and AnselmPersona feel a desperation in wondering that (G) may also be meaningless. 

This is a reason for thinking that Catholics, Christians and/or billions of religious people in general 

may experience similar mental states and, hence, find this essay’s discussion of (Gu) pertinent.  

Furthermore, albeit not widely shared today, the semantic objection was supported by 

Rudolf Carnap (1959, 2004) in the early 1930s. Given the influence of Carnap in the history of 

philosophy, it seems pertinent to reply to him. This can start to be done by emphasizing that, as 

Carnap’s interpreters know, he dropped by the late 1930s or so the more restrict conditions for 

meaning he held earlier.10 According to these conditions, c is a meaningful claim if and only if c 

is: a “tautology” which is “true solely by virtue of […] form” (Carnap 1959, p.76); or ultimately 

justified by sensible perception. If this is so, it could be plausibly concluded that (G) is a 

meaningful claim. This is insofar as (G) seems to be a tautology technically created by 

AnselmPersona. In fact, the same seems to be the case with (G)`. Note, yet, that one (e.g., an atheist) 

could still object that there are no pragmatic reasons for accepting AnselmPersona’s particular use of 

language. This is why it does not seem warranted to conclude that all persons are able to 

understand that (G) is meaningful. As (Gu) indicates, only all persons of faith seem to able to do 

insofar as distinct from atheists, they grant to AnselmPersona his particular use of language. 

Moreover, the late Carnap (1956) of the 1950s points to looser conditions for meaning that 

likewise allow one to understand (G) to be a meaningful claim. According to these looser 

 
10 See, for instance, A.W. Carus (2007).  
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conditions, c is a meaningful claim if and only if c is a part of a linguistic framework. Arguably, a 

linguistic framework is a technical language which: defines its technical terms; and relies on rules 

of inference. If this is so, it could be concluded that, pace Carnap, (G) is a meaningful claim within 

a framework that in disguising himself into AnselmPersona, AnselmAuthor implicitly articulates 

throughout the Proslogion. This framework is characterised by a technical use of (G) and (G)` that 

turns such claims into “artificially created” tautologies similar to those of any technical language. 

There remains only the pragmatic question of deciding whether one should embrace the 

Proslogion’s framework. Given that faithless persons have reasons for resisting doing so, it is only 

warranted to conclude that (Gu); not that all persons are able to understand that (G) is meaningful. 

A second step toward the conclusion that an intuition that (G) is not a justification that (G) 

is true starts to be taken once it supposed that: the conjunction of I-(i)Und, I-(ii)Und and I-(iii)Und 

suggested by the likes of Bealer (1996, 2000), Sosa (2007) and Brogaard (2014) trumps the other 

two aforementioned conjunctions. If this is so, some intuitions would track truth. For instance, the 

mathematical intuition that “2+3=5” would be a justification for taking this claim to be true. Even 

if this is so, the same cannot be stated about the intuition that (G). There is a disanalogy between: 

the concepts used in “2+3=5”; and the concept of “God” used in (G). The former concepts are 

minimally normative, whereas the same cannot be stated about the concept of “God”. A minimally 

normative concept has two features: (n-i) it has been applied in the same sense by practically all 

persons or at least throughout the sciences; and (n-ii) it does not usually raise or is unlike to raise 

a practical dispute on why the concept should be applied in a certain way.11 

The concepts used in mathematical and logical claims seem to have features (n-i) and (n-

ii). This is a reason for taking that an intuition (in the sense of I-(i)Und) that “2+3=5” makes 

 
11 For a more detailed take on this kind of dispute, see David Plunkett (2016) and Amie L. Thomasson (2020). 
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practically all persons be “attracted to assent” to the truth of this claim by merely “entertaining 

[its] representational content”, to use the terms of Sosa (2007, p.101). Indeed, to use Brogaard’s 

terms, practically all persons seem to have an “urge” to take “2+3=5” to be true “merely based [on 

an] understanding” of the concepts employed in such claim (Brogaard 2014, p.388-89). Yet, the 

concept of “God” does not have features (n-i) and (n-ii). In fact, experiments are not needed to 

back up the claim that the concept of “God” lacks (n-i). An observation of the history of religion 

suffices to conclude so. This observation attests that “God” has not always been applied in 

AnselmPersona’s sense of “something than which nothing greater can be thought”, but in all kinds 

of senses, such as an Ancient Greek or Egyptian sense. In fact, in his Summa Theologica (Part I, 

Question 2, Article 1), Saint Thomas of Aquinas himself acknowledges so. “Perhaps”, Aquinas 

states, “not everyone who hears this word ‘God’ understands it to signify something than which 

nothing greater can be thought, seeing that some have believed God to be a body”. 

That the concept of “God” lacks (n-ii) is another claim that can be endorsed without the 

need of experiments. Instead, this claim can also be endorsed due to an observation of the history 

of religion. Such observation attests that the concept of “God” has usually raised and is likely to 

continue to raise a practical dispute on how this concept is to be applied in the first place. 

AnselmPersona takes for granted a view on such dispute in assuming that “God” is to be used in the 

sense of “something than which nothing greater can be thought”. However, this is a problematic 

view. This is insofar as others (e.g., atheists or believers of other religions) may have normative 

and/or pragmatic reasons for adopting distinct notions of God or rejecting any use of such notion.  

More importantly, given AnselmPersona’s problematic use of the concept of “God” and the 

fact that this concept is a maximally normative one in lacking (n-i) and (n-ii), it is hard to take that 

an intuition (in the sense of I-(i)Und) that (G) is a justification that (G) is true. It seems that faithless 
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people or believers of non-Christian religions do not have an “intense” “urge (or inclination)” to 

believe so in virtue of the concepts employed in (G) (Brogaard 2014, p.388). In fact, AnselmPersona 

or even AnselmAuthor himself probably had “a hard time envisaging that others may not feel” the 

urge to take (G) to be true (ibid., p.389). However, this hard time of theirs does not seem to be a 

plausible reason for taking anyone who does not have this urge to be mentally disordered as 

AnselmPersona seems to take AuthenticFool to be. In fact, consider a distinct character: NoFool. NoFool 

stands for someone who does not grant AnselmPersona’s use of the concept of “God” by: 

pragmatically supporting that such concept is to be applied differently or eliminated; rejecting the 

usefulness of AnselmPersona’s linguistic framework; and/or practically refusing to rely on this 

framework’s “artificially created” tautologies. In doing so, NoFool has a practical aim distinct from 

AnselmPersona’s. However, this is not a reason for claiming that NoFool is mentally disordered. In 

fact, to suggest so is likely what may be called a properly dogmatic “subtle” violence.12  

Suppose, yet, that the conjunction of I-(i)Phe, I-(ii)Phe and I-(iii)Phe endorsed by Chudnoff 

(2011, 2013, 2019) and Bonjour (2005) trumps the other two stated conjunctions. To make this 

move is to start to make a third step toward the conclusion that an intuition that (G) is not a 

justification that (G) is true. This is done by underlying that there is a reason for resisting the 

conclusion that an intuition (in the sense of I-(i)Phe) that (G) is a justification that (G): this italicised 

expression hides a circle. The claim that there is an intuition (in the sense of I-(i)Phe) that (G) 

presupposes that (G) is true, given that this intuition would be an “insight” (to use Bonjour’s (2005, 

p.179) terms) or a phenomenological way of becoming aware of a “chunk of [abstract] reality” in 

which there is an entity that has existence as a necessary de re property (Chudnoff’s 2013, p.18).  

 
12 For a more detailed take on such violence, see Felipe G. A. Moreira (2019). 
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My conclusion, then, is that an intuition that (G) is not a justification that (G) is true. This 

conclusion does not warrant one to state that the same is the case of any other controversial 

philosophical claim. However, if it is correct to conclude that (G) lacks (n-i) and (n-ii), there are 

(non-experimental) reasons for being inclined to believe that the points made about (G) generalise 

in creating a challenge for intuition-driven philosophers who take that: an intuition that c is a 

justification that c is true, even if the role of c is being played by a controversial philosophical 

claim. It is my aim, accordingly, to address this challenge more carefully in the future. For this 

essay’s purposes, however, it suffices to conclude by underlying that the three claims I purported 

to defend were justified by the line of thought developed in sections 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
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